Position: Autonomously Adapting Acrobat
Coach: Prof. Jun Ueda
Asst. Coach: Jim Shealy
Stats: Built with 9.2 Kg-cm of torque per joint, totes an advanced MEMs 6-axis accelerometer, a high-current capable 2400mAh 6v NIMH battery pack, a 16MHz brain, and uses a high-speed wireless 2.4Ghz network to connect with computer mainframe Stats: Works in a team of Yellow ns to search the water using forward-looking sonar and an underwater camera, searches for environmental features to execute simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) and communicates with its team using an acoustic modem underwater and a 900 Mhz radio on the surface Stats: Using 37 degrees of freedom in total (a 13-dof head, a 2-dof torso, two 7-dof arms, and two 4-dof hands) communicates with humans using speech, gestures and eye gaze and learns concepts and motor skills from human demonstrations
Hometown: Socially Intelligent Machines Lab
Fun Fact: Survived several injuries, including multiple broken wrists and his torso controller board bursting into ames To learn more:
